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Abstract: This paper exhibits another control system for three-phase induction motor which 

incorporates free speed and torque control loops and the current direction thereby 

Overcoming the confinement (i.e. slow reaction) of volts per hertz controlled mechanical 

drives. For close-loop control, the criticism signals including the rotor speed, flux and torque 

are not estimated straightforwardly but rather are assessed by methods for an algorithm. The 

contributions to this algorithm are the reproduced waveforms of stator currents and voltages 

got from the dc link and not estimated straightforwardly on stator side. The proposed drive 

consequently requires just a single sensor in the dc link to actualize the close-loop speed and 

torque control of a three-phase induction motor. The reproduction comes about on a 2.2 kW 

induction motor drive in atlab/Simulink programming show quick powerful reaction and 

great assention between the real esteems and the assessed estimations of torque and speed. 

Substitution of the open-loop control technique of existing v/f drive by the proposed close-

loop system has all the earmarks of being conceivable without requiring any extra power 

parts and sensors. 

 

Index Terms: Speed-sensorless, estimation, dc link, band-pass filter, reconstruction, three-

phase induction motor, space-vector. 

 

NOMENCLATURE 

Rs Rr ' Stator and rotor resistances (Ω) 

Lm Lr ' Magnetizing and rotor inductances (Henry) 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The across the board mechanical utilization 

of induction motor (IM) has been fortified 

throughout the years by their relative 

inexpensiveness, low upkeep and high 

unwavering quality. The control of IM 

variable speed drives [1] regularly requires 

control of machine currents, which is 

typically accomplished by using a voltage 

source inverter. Countless techniques have 

been enrolled so far [2]-[4]. The volts per 

hertz (v/f) IM drives with inverters are 
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broadly utilized as a part of various modern 

applications promising vitality sparing, as 

well as change in profitability and quality. 

The ease applications typically embrace v/f 

scalar control when no articular execution is 

required. Variable-speed pumps, fans are the 

cases. For those applications which require 

higher dynamic execution than v/f control, 

the dc motor like control of IM that is called, 

the field situated control (FOC) is favored. 

Amid the most recent couple of years, a 

specific intrigue has been noted on applying 

speed sensorless FOC to elite applications 

that depends on estimation of rotor speed by 

using the machine parameters, quick stator 

currents and voltages [1]-[6]. The 

advantages of speed sensorless control are 

the expanded dependability of general 

framework with the evacuation of 

mechanical sensors, thereby decreasing 

sensor commotion and float impacts and 

additionally cost and size. However to abuse 

the advantages of sensorless control, the 

speed estimation techniques must 

accomplish strength against model and 

parameter vulnerabilities over a wide speed 

extend. To address this issue, an assortment 

of methodologies have been proposed.  The 

versatile onlookers (AO) like Luenberger 

eyewitness or the broadened Kalman filter 

[1], [5] gets exact gauges under detuned 

working conditions however these 

arrangements are computationally serious, 

require more memory space and are hard to 

tune on the grounds that the underlying 

estimations of three covariance frameworks 

must be accepted and chosen after much 

experimentation. So their application in 

minimal effort drives is constrained. The 

model reference versatile framework is 

likewise an AO procedure [7], where a 

similar amount is ascertained by two diverse 

ways. One of them is free of variable to be 

evaluated while the other one is subject to it. 

The two figured amounts are utilized to 

detail the mistake flag. The mistake flag is 

then nourished to an adjustment component 

which by and large is a PI controller. The 

yield of the adjustment component is the 

assessed amount.  While all the speed 

sensorless systems take out the utilization of 

mechanical speed sensor, they require the 

stator current and stator voltage signals as 

information. This requires no less than two 

current sensors and two voltage sensors on 

the stator side. It is hard to get current 

sensors with approach increases over the 

extensive variety of frequencies, voltages 

and currents utilized as a part of a handy 

inverter. The issue is exacerbated if the 

motor windings are not superbly adjusted or 

if the current sensors have some dc 

counterbalance. Over most recent couple of 

years, strategies of stator current 

reconstruction from the dc link current have 

been proposed in writing [8]-[9]. In this 

paper, another speed sensorless control 

methodology for IM is recommended that 
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incorporates the speed control, torque 

control and current direction. Dissimilar to 

regular close loop estimators, it includes less 

calculation and is less reliant on machine 

parameters. The stator currents and stator 

voltages are remade from dc link amounts 

and the inverter exchanging signals. For 

dedicated reconstruction of currents, 

utilization of versatile pick up band-pass 

filter is proposed in the plan. The 

reenactment aftereffects of proposed 

conspire demonstrates quick execution when 

contrasted with v/f control and therefore can 

be viewed as a change. For the close loop 

speed control, a solitary current sensor in the 

dc link is adequate. Along these lines it is 

reasonable for minimal effort, direct 

execution, sensorless IM drive applications. 

The proposed drive is demonstrated in 

Matlab/Simulink programming for a 2.2 kW 

IM. The reenactment comes about are 

introduced to confirm the workability of 

proposed technique. 

 

2. PROPOSED SCHEME 

 

Fig. 1 demonstrates the piece outline of the 

proposed plot. It comprises of a speed 

(recurrence loop), a torque loop, and a 

current controller. The yield of 

speed/recurrence controller speaks to the 

torque reference for the torque loop. The 

torque controller creates the q-pivot current 

command iqe∗. The daxis current command 

ide∗ is straightforwardly produced from the 

reference rotor flux ψ r * as given by (1) [1]. 

This disposes of an extra PI controller and 

diminishes the computational weight. These 

dc commands communicated in 

synchronously pivoting reference after 

change to the three phase current commands 

are than contrasted and the real three phase 

currents (recreated waveforms) to create the 

exchanging signals for the inverter. In the 

proposed conspire, all the criticism signals 

including the stator currents and stator 

voltages are evaluated/reproduced from the 

dc link amounts. 

 

 

 

3. RECONSTRUCTION OF STATOR 

VOLTAGES & CURRENTS FROM DC 

LINK 

 

As showed in [1], [6], the stator flux, torque 

and speed can be gotten from the stator 

voltages and currents communicated in d-q 

reference outline. The phase currents and 

voltages are identified with the dc link 

current and voltage by inverter exchanging 

states. A voltage source inverter-IM drive is 

appeared in Fig. 2 where Vdc is the dc link 

voltage, Idc is the momentary dc link current 

and ia, ib,ic are the prompt three-phase 

winding currents. For the most part, IGBTs 
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related with snubber security and input 

diode are utilized as switch in inverters. At 

the point when a switch is being turned-on 

and the directing diode at a similar leg is 

being closed off by this turn-on, in view of 

the invert 

 

Figure 1. Block diagram of the proposed 

scheme. 

 

Recuperation impact of diode, this leg is in 

certainty shorted through as of now with the 

end goal that a positive current spike will 

show up at the dc link side. To build up the 

essential connection between dc link current, 

winding currents and inverter exchanging 

design, the switches appeared in Fig. 2 are 

considered as perfect; the diode recuperation 

impact and the  

snubber activity are not considered. 

 

 

Figure 2. Voltage source inverter fed 

induction motor drive 

 

A. Space-Vectors 

Amid typical state, there are eight 

exchanging conditions of inverter which can 

be communicated as space voltage vector 

(SA,SB,SC, for example, (0,0,0), (0,0,1), 

(0,1,0), (0,1,1), (1,0,0), (1,0,1), (1,1,0) and 

(1,1,1). SA =1 implies upper switch of leg 

An is on while the lower one is off, and the 

other way around. A similar rationale is 

appropriate to SB and SC too. Among over 

eight voltage vectors, (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) are 

named as zero vectors while the other six as 

dynamic vectors. The exchanging vectors 

depict the inverter yield voltages. 

 

B. Basic Principle of Phase Voltage & 

Line Current Reconstruction 

For various voltage vectors, the phase 

voltage that will show up crosswise over 

stator winding can be controlled by circuit 

perception. This is compressed in Table 1. It 

is expected that the stator winding is star 

associated. From this table, the articulations 

for the reconstruction of three phase 

voltages are as per the following (accepting 

no home time): 
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The stator voltages as communicated in 

stationary d-q outline seem to be: 

 

 

TABLE I. DC LINK CURRENT & PHASE 

VOLTAGES 

 

 

The connection between the connected 

dynamic vectors and the phase currents 

estimated from the dc link is additionally 

appeared in Table 1. Obviously at-most, one 

phase current can be identified with the dc.- 

link current at each moment. The 

reconstruction of phase currents from the dc-

link current can be accomplished effortlessly 

just if two dynamic vectors are available for 

at any rate enough time to be inspected. 

Luckily, as demonstrated in [10], for most 

PWM procedures, two phase currents can be 

tested by taking a gander at the dc link 

current over each PWM period. In the event 

that the PWM recurrence is sufficiently 

high, the phase current does not change 

significantly more than one PWM period. 

Henceforth, a recreated current got from the 

dc link current gives a sensible estimate of 

the real current. As far as exchanging states 

and Idc, the three air conditioning line 

currents can be determined as:  

 

 

The stator currents as expressed in stationary 

d-q frame are: 

 

 

C. Filter Stage 

The dc link current Idc comprises of a 

prepare of brief term beats and has data 

about the stator currents of all the three 

phases. By using (7)- (9), these heartbeats 

can be isolated into three air conditioning 

line currents. By and large, a dynamic or 

passive-type low-pass filter (LPF) with limit 

bandwidth is utilized to filter out the high 

recurrence parts in the air conditioner 

current waveform along these lines got from 

Idc. This filter really functions as an 

integrator. In any case, a LPF causes phase 

slack and sufficiency lessening that differ 

with crucial recurrence [11]. In this paper, 

we propose the utilization of band-pass filter 

with versatile pick up to conquer this issue. 
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The exchange capacity of the filter is given 

underneath: 

 

where x, y and T are input, output and time 

constant of the band-pass filter. For sT >>1; 

(1+sT) ≅ 1. Therefore, 

 

 

 

4. ESTIMATION OF FEEDBACK 

SIGNALS FROM RECONSTRUCTED 

QUANTITIES 

 

The input signals required to reproduce the 

proposed conspire i.e., flux, torque and rotor 

speed are assessed as: 

 

A. Estimation of Flux 

The stator flux in stationary d-q outline ψ 

dss, ψqss and subsequently ψs can be gotten 

on incorporation of the phase voltage less 

voltage drop in the stator protection Rs [1]: 

 

 

where θ~
e is the stator flux angle with 

respect to the q-axis of the stationary d-q 

frame. 

 

 

 

 

B. Estimation of Torque 

The electromagnetic torque can be 

communicated as far as stator currents and 

stator flux as takes after [1]: 

 

C. Estimation of Synchronous Speed 

&Rotor Speed 

The synchronous speed e ω ~ can be 

ascertained from the outflow of the point of 

stator flux as: 

 

To get the rotor speed ω~
r , basic slip pay 

can be inferred using the relentless state 

torque speed bend for the machine being 

utilized: 

 

where Ks is the evaluated slip 

recurrence/appraised torque and it can be 

gotten from the name plate of the machine. 

Then again, if the rotor flux ψr is expected 

as steady, the slip speed can likewise be 

figured as: 

 

The rotor speed is than given by, 
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5.PROPOSED CONTROL STRATEGY 

 

Lion's share of IM drives are of open-loop, 

consistent v/f, voltage source-inverter write. 

These drives are practical yet they offer 

drowsy reaction. Because of high current 

homeless people amid the torque transforms, 

they are liable to unwanted excursions. To 

maintain a strategic distance from the un-

important treks, the control parameters like 

quickening/deceleration rate must be 

balanced (diminished) as indicated by the 

heap. These outcomes in underutilization of 

tor ue capacity of the motor. Along these 

lines the downside of v/f drive can be 

attributed to absence of torque control. This 

is the motivation behind why open-loop, 

steady v/f drives are for the most part 

utilized as a part of low execution fan and 

pump compose loads. In this paper, we 

propose an altered control conspire that 

incorporates the torque control and a current 

directed PWM inverter to keep away from 

the bothersome outings because of transient 

currents.  

 

As appeared in Fig.1, the input signals i.e. 

torque and rotor speed are acquired from the 

dc link amounts and henceforth from the 

reproduced line currents and phase voltages. 

The exactness of reproduced waveforms 

relies on the testing rate [8], [9]. Higher the 

testing rate less is the blunder between the 

real and remade waveforms. In a hard 

switching inverter, the exchanging 

recurrence is restricted to an average 

estimation of a couple of kHz. This restricts 

the inspecting rate of dc current and 

henceforth the refresh rate of torque and 

rotor speed. Therefore, shutting the loop 

straightforwardly on the momentary 

estimation of the assessed torque now ends 

up troublesome in light of the fact that 

estimation blunder amid a PWM cycle could 

turn out to be essentially high. Keeping in 

mind the end goal to utilize the evaluated 

torque in a more hearty way, a control 

methodology should utilize the found the 

middle value of torque rather than the 

immediate esteem. This prompts the control 

system delineated in Fig.1. In this 

framework, two PI controllers are utilized to 

direct the normal estimation of torque and 

speed. The yield of the P-I controllers 

shapes the q-hub reference in a 

synchronously turning reference outline. 

 

6. SIMULATION STUDIES 

 

With a specific end goal to foresee the 

conduct of the drive amid unfaltering state 

and transient conditions, nitty gritty 

recreation investigations of the plan 
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appeared in Fig.1 are completed on a 2.2kW 

IM by using Simulink programming. Fig. 3. 

demonstrates the interior structure of the 

controller that comprises of the speed loop, 

torque loop and the current direction loop in 

synchronously pivoting casing of reference. 

The exchanging signals for inverter are 

created by contrasting the command air 

conditioning currents and reproduced air 

conditioning currents. For the reconstruction 

of stator voltages and air conditioning line 

currents, the dc link amounts with Vdc = 

600V are examined with a testing time of 

2e-6 seconds and than isolated into the 

three-phase voltages and three air 

conditioning currents according to (2)- (4) 

and (7)- (9) individually. The reproduction 

was done for five diverse working 

conditions as is introduced ahead. A 

variable-advance ode23tb(stiff/TR-BDF2) 

solver was utilized. The waveforms of 

remade phase voltages and the three air 

conditioning line currents as reflected in the 

dc current, are introduced in Fig.4. From 

these waveforms, unmistakably the 

examples of phase currents accessible in the 

dc link current are not equally spread and 

being intermittent, the arrangement of 

coming about focuses don't constitute a 

satisfactory reconstruction. Therefore a zero 

request hold is utilized trailed by a band-

pass filter. The Estimations of time 

constants T for the band-pass filter are 

chosen by experimentation. The recreation 

yield of band-pass filter which speaks to the 

reproduced air conditioning line currents is 

appeared in Fig.5(a). For correlation, the 

genuine air conditioning line currents are 

shown in Fig.5(b). The remade and genuine 

waveforms of air conditioning line currents 

amid 100% speed inversion at no-heap are 

displayed in Fig.6(a) and (b). 

 

Figure 3. Simulink model of control strategy 
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Figure 4. Reconstructed waveforms of (a) 

three phase voltages and (b) three line 

currents separated from the dc link current. 

 

The reaction of speed sensorless drive amid 

various 

 

Figure 5. Stator currents at rated load (a) 

reconstructed (b) actual waveforms 

 

 

Figure 6. Stator currents during reversal at 

no-load (a) reconstructed waveform (b) 

actual waveform 

 

Dynamic conditions were examined in 

detail. To check the precision of assessed 

variables, these variables were gotten by two 

unique techniques. In the first, the machine 

variables which incorporate the flux, torque, 

synchronous-speed, slip-speed and rotor-

speed are assessed by using (15)- (24) and in 

the second strategy, these variables are 

figured with the assistance of dynamic 

model of IM [1] by using the stator currents 

and voltages estimated straightforwardly. 

The reproduction consequences of the 

primary technique were dealt with as 

evaluated esteems while those of the last 

strategy as real esteems. 

 

Case 1: Free acceleration characteristics: 

The machine was permitted to quicken from 

zero speed to evaluated speed at no-heap. 

The unfaltering state was come to at 0.3 
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seconds. The waveform of assessed speed 

indicate speedier reaction (less damped) 

when contrasted with its real partner. This is 

appeared in Fig. 7(a) and (b). 

 

Case 2: Step change in speed reference: 

Step change in speed reference was 

connected two times. At 0.5 sec., from 

+100% to +60% and the other way around at 

1 sec. was connected. The reaction is 

appeared in Fig.8. The torque ends up 

negative amid the main change to decelerate 

the motor. After achieving enduring state, 

the torque winds up equivalent to the heap 

torque. The reaction time of the drive for 

this progression change is 100ms. The 

assessed estimations of torque and speed 

shift as per their comparing genuine 

esteems. 

 

 

 

Case 3: Speed reversal: 

A stage change in speed reference from 

+100% to - 100% is connected at 1.5 

seconds. This progression change is equal to 

100% speed change. The reaction is 

appeared in Fig. 9. The phase grouping 

inverts to turn the motor backward course. 

The drive achieves unfaltering state after the 

adjustment in reference speed in 700 ms. 

this demonstrates the speed estimation is 

steady even at low speeds. 

 

Case 4: Step change in load: 

A stage change in stack is connected at 0.5 

seconds. The reaction of the drive is 

appeared in Fig.10. The electromagnetic 

torque increments to redress the speed 

mistake. After achieving the relentless 

express, the torque ends up equivalent to the 

heap torque. The rotor speed, after an 

underlying hang achieves back its prior 

speed . The motor achieves the relentless 

state in 300ms.  

Case 5: Low speed task:  

The reaction of the drive at 40% and 20% of 

appraised speed is appeared in Fig.11. For 

the machine under thought, 20% relates to 

3.14 rad/sec rakish mechanical speed. The 

speed estimation is exceptionally steady 

even at this low speed go. 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this paper, another control system for 

induction motor drive is proposed. The drive 

is worked under torque control with an 

external speed loop and is fundamentally the 

same as open-loop v/f drive as far as power 

parts and sensors required. Because of the 

incorporation of torque control loop, the 

drive reaction is quick and stable. 

Reenactment comes about affirm the 

adequacy of the proposed plot. The method 
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utilizes just dc link voltage and dc link 

current measurements to create the 

evaluations of 

 

 

Figure 7. Free-acceleration 

characteristics (a) estimated & (b) actual 

values 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Variation in rotor speed and 

electromagnetic torque for step changes in 

reference speed (a) estimated values, (b) 

actual values 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Variation in rotor speed and 

electromagnetic torque during reversal (a) 

estimated values, (b) actual values 
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Figure 10. Variation in rotor speed and 

electromagnetic torque with step rise in 

load(a) estimated values, (b) actual values 

 

Figure 11. Variation in rotor speed and 

electromagnetic torque in low-speed region 

(a) estimated values, (b) actual values 

 

phase voltages, line currents, flux, torque 

and rotor speed. In the event that the dc link 

voltage is expected as consistent, just a 

single current sensor in the dc link is 

adequate to give the assessments of all 

required input variables. In addition, a 

similar current sensor that is as of now 

accessible in the dc link of an open-loop v/f 

drive for security reason can be utilized. 

Hence the openloop control technique in a 

current v/f drive can be supplanted by the 

proposed close-loop control procedure 

without requiring any extra power segments 

or the physical sensors. The proposed 

technique seems, by all accounts, to be a 

decent trade off between the high-cost, 

superior field-situated drives and the 

minimal effort, low-execution v/f drives.  

 

Commonsense execution of the proposed 

conspire on a 16 bits coasting point math 

Texas Instrument TMS320C31 processor 

are the subject of future follow-up look into 

work. 

 

APPENDIX 

MACHINE PARAMETERS 

Rs = 11.1Ω; R’r = 2.2605Ω 

Ls = 0.7329H; L’r = 0.7329H 

Lm = 0.71469H; P = 4 
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